Environmental History in Romania: The Travail of a Scientific Field

To write about environmental history as an independent epistemological field in Romania could be a task accomplished within minutes. This statement is rigorously true only if we consider environmental history as a field of scientific inquiry without taking into account works from related disciplines such as geography or anthropology. However, even enlarging the range to encompass other disciplines, works attempting to study the intersections between the environment and society are not tremendously numerous. In the following pages I explore some of these works in an effort to build a framework on which the study of environmental history in Romania could raise its scaffold. In order to accomplish this task, I posit the existence of three periods in the historiography of environmental historical studies: presocialist period (roughly end of 1800 up to 1945), socialist period (1945 to 1989) and the postsocialist period.

Presocialist period

There are several big figures who conducted research at the intersection between nature, society and history such as Grigore Antipa (1867–1944), Simion Mehedinti (1868–1962) and Vintilă M. Mihăiescu (1890–1978) but for the lack of space I only focus on the first. Antipa was an ichthyologist who extensively studied the Danube Delta and the Lower Danube and was the promoter of the first modern fishing law (1896) in Romania. His studies included riparian populations, their fishing practices, their way of life and the political economy of the Lower Danube and Delta – in an approach that would be appreciated by an environmental historian or political ecologist. He drew plans based on a historical approach for what we would now call sustainable fishing. For instance, he mentioned the richness of fishing in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in one of the largest lakes in Romania (Lake Greaca, Southern Romania) that communicated constantly with the Danube, while linking the rising scarcity of Danube fish to the unsustainable fishing practices of riparian peoples. He interviewed old fishermen regarding fishing practices and fishing ecology and pointed out that the scarcity of sturgeons was likely due to the
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newly emerging, chaotic capitalist fishing practices in Romania. Yet, the primary interest of Antipa was to find sustainable ways to exploit the countless wetlands along the Danube and the Delta and all his research was directed toward this end. Nevertheless, in drawing up economic plans for organising fisheries, Antipa engaged deeply with history of fishing practices. That makes him a key person in evaluation of any field that focuses on the intersections between history, society and nature.

**The socialist period**

Technically, the socialist period promoted several laws and policy measures to protect nature and environment. In fact, many laws meant to protect nature remained unapplied or poorly implemented on the ground whereas the regime promoted an aggressive policy of industrialisation and intensive agriculture. For this period one can count only a few books and several small articles which fit a wider definition of environmental history. One of them analyses the importance of forests in Romanian history, starting with prehistory. Constantin C. Giurescu explored forestry works and related tools, the importance of old trees as markers of different land properties since medieval times until the collectivisation of land (1946–1962), and different usages of different trees (from construction to firewood). He pointed out that late nineteenth-century industrialisation required a huge quantity of wood, which led to drastic deforestation throughout Romania. The same author wrote a history of fishing in Romania in which he describes the economic importance of fish for communities living on the current territory of Romania – a country with one of the richest river networks in Europe. He examines the fishing trade in Romanian history, the main species of fish living in Romanian waters as well as fishing tools and practices. This was conceived as the first volume, which ends with the modern period. A second volume, never published, was meant to cover the end of the nineteenth century until the socialist period.

Henri H. Stahl, a sociologist, focused on the commons (villages, lands and forests) in Romanian history. In his impressive work he illustrates the
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transformation of property rights over land and forests from the Middle Ages to the modern period. He shows not only how the commons were organised and the techniques of exploitation of land and forests but also the physical consequences for natural resources (deforestation, land fragmentation, land exhaustion).7

The socialist period in Romania, due to the rigid political regime (that ranked with Albania as the toughest socialist regime in Europe), had poor links with Western academia especially after 1971. This is the reason that the main developments in the global evolution of environmental history had no echo in Romania. For instance, the publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962), which contributed substantially to boosting environmental movements in the West, was virtually unknown and un-echoed in Romania – and remains so today.

### Postsocialist period

The closest book to environmental history was written by Paul Cernovodeanu and Paul Binder. The two authors are clearly influenced by Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie and by the French School of Annales.8 They explore catastrophic events such as locust invasions, floods, droughts or earthquakes in the Romanian Middle Ages, including Transylvania which was then part of the Hungarian Kingdom. Despite the dearth of documents, especially for the medieval period – a challenge all scholars of social and economic history of Romania face – the authors succeed in extracting enough information from the documents to offer conclusions about droughts or intensive rain in certain years. For instance, they track the production of grapes – a Mediterranean fruit loving sun and drought – to show that Transylvanian medieval chroniclers mentioned excellent wine quantity and quality in years following a drought whereas much poorer wine qualities followed rainy periods.9 This book might have served as a foundation for future Romanian research in environmental history, being the most thoroughly researched and richly insightful book of environment history published in postsocialist Romania. Yet, appearing in the first years of postsocialist transformations, surrounded by political unrest, economic changes and institutional restructuration, the book did not reset Romanian historiography as one would have expected.

Constantin Ardeleanu, a young and very active international historian published extensively on the Danube European Commission as well as on Danube navigation in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. He shows

the importance of steamboat voyages from Vienna to Constantinople and the corresponding transformation of the Danube river to make it more easily and safely navigable. He also focuses on the contribution of infrastructure, such as bridges and railways, to the modernisation of Romania at the end of the nineteenth century. His work includes a strong environmental component, since the lower Danube is an important actor in modern Romania, but his emphasis is always on economic aspects. Ardeleanu’s work could be considered economic or environmental history. Yet his international affiliations, as a member of the International Maritime Economic History Association, Economic History Association, Economic History Society (London) – though not of the ESEH – speak for his preference to identify his work on the Danube as economic history.

In the last ten years, a new direction has developed in Romania to emphasise political ecology and environmental anthropology. Liviu Mântescu and Monica Vasile have carried out anthropological fieldwork in several provinces of Romania focused on communal forest restitution. They engage ethnography and political economy to show the winners and losers of postsocialist forest restitution. Mântescu explores the intersections between postsocialist agrarian questions and ecological crises. He traces the eighteenth century penetration of capitalist relations in the Vrancea region (Eastern Romania) and their ecological impact. Vasile has published widely on political corruption as a driver of deforestation in the postsocialist period, as well as the rules of property revival and local practices concerning common forests. More recently
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she has engaged in new research regarding animal–human relations and their impact on Romanian forests and wildlife, rewilding and villagers’ attitudes toward reintroducing bison.15

Liviu Chelcea, Călin Cotoi, Stefan Dorondel and Stelu Şerban have also focused on current sociopolitical developments, post-socialist transformations and their impacts on urban and rural ecologies, growing interests to establish national parks in Romania, and reactions of villagers who resent newly protected areas as top-down impositions.16

Finally, in the last couple of years instead of being surrounded solely by geography, social anthropology and political ecology, an independent environmental history has made steps toward being more visible in Romania. One of the seeds for developing Romanian environmental history has been its involvement with the Rachel Carson Center of the Ludwig-Maximilians University Munich. Stefan Dorondel and Monica Vasile were both fellows at the RCC and both benefited from its assistance at various times in promoting the discipline in Romania. Dorondel, Ursula Münster and Daniuel Münster co-edited a special issue of RCC’s Perspectives that explores the interstices of forest and agriculture, as well as of conservation, state and agriculture.17 In a monograph of the RCC’s book series, Dorondel explores the transformations of a socialist landscape into a postsocialist one. This work shows that land reform had consequences not only for humans but also for the natural world. Decollectivisation and forest restitution affected land tenure, local economy and local social relations as well as types of crops, quality of pastures, forests and wildlife.18 The book was considered ‘one of the first monographs … that looks


at the intermeshing of social, political, economic and ecological relations’, and a ‘stepping stone in the development of a multidisciplinary field exploring ecological themes in this part of the world’.19

Recent publications in Romanian environmental history come rather from anthropologists-cum-historians than from officially enrolled historians. Engaging a post-humanist perspective, Stefan Dorondel, Stelu Şerban and Daniel Cain explore the history of two islands of the Danube and their transformation in order to show their power over human diplomacy, military actions and border establishment in modern times. The authors show how these highly volatile environments – the Danubian islands – have contributed in certain historical circumstances to human history.20 Şerban surveys the rush for technological development and the establishment of a technocratic elite in Bulgaria and Romania as a way to understand the management of the Danube river and its political meanings at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries.21 In a different paper, Şerban focuses on the context of building levees along the Lower Danube in Romania and Bulgaria in the socialist period. Engaging techno-nationalism theory he is able to show how the nation-state uses hydraulic technology to strengthen its legitimacy.22

Conclusions

The above works suggest that there is now good ground upon which to build Romanian environmental history. The hope is that the current generation of historians will go beyond the current historiography mostly focused on politics, diplomacy and military events.
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